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Cross-Platform, Multi-Point HD Video Calling at
Mobile World Congress 2012
Posted Ron M. Seidel, Editorial Intern
Empowers Carriers/Operators, App Developers and Device Manufacturers to Deliver
Unprecedented Quality IP Communications to Millions of Mobile Global Users
SPIRIT DSP has announced today its plans to demonstrate live multi-point, cross
platform mobile HD VVoIP (Voice&Video Over IP) calling at Mobile World Congress
2012 in Barcelona, Feb. 27-March 1.
In booth #2H11 (Hall 2), SPIRIT will demonstrate the following award-winning
software solutions:
• TeamSpirit® Voice&Video Engine [1], a set of sophisticated plug-n-play SDKs
(Software Development Kits) that allow carriers/operators, application developers
and device manufacturers to quickly launch HD-quality, mobile VVoIP calling
applications and services across all popular tablets and smartphones, including
Apple's iOS clients and dozens of Android handsets. TeamSpirit Voice&Video Engine
is optimized for mobile platforms and designed for the rapid development of highquality, multi-platform VVoIP applications. With TeamSpirit, developers can focus on
their own applications and quickly bring new products to market that include the
best IP calling experience possible. TeamSpirit includes resource-efficient, errorresilient voice and video codecs, echo and noise processing and advanced tools for
stream protection and adaptation to changes in network, execution and physical
environments. SPIRIT Conferencing Server software, using Scalable voice and video
codecs, enables the development of multi-point voice and videoconferencing
applications with unprecedented channel density (1000 video channels per $4K
server) and accurate adaptation to specific capabilities of every user’s network,
screen size and terminal power.
• VideoMost.com [2], a massively multi-point, web-based videoconferencing
solution, available to service providers and ISPs as a white-label branding offering,
allowing them to effectively compete against OTT (Over-the-Top) providers like
Skype and Google and provide high-margin services for businesses. Based on
SPIRIT's engines, VideoMost.com works on connections from 512 Kbps, providing up
to 30 fps HD 720p and supports an unprecedented 1000 simultaneous video
channels per server. It uses standard internet access, microphone and speakers,
and webcams; requires no registration or specially equipped meeting rooms; and
features a rich set of collaboration tools, conference management and more. Built
for corporate usage, VideoMost.com is served-based managed and secure, unlike
others, and easily integrates with corporate portals, emails and calendars.
"Today, the mobile marketplace is the fastest growing technology-driven industry in
the world, fueled primarily by the growing demand from 'always-on' consumers and
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businesses to conduct communicates, transactions, research, entertainment etc.,
anytime, anywhere," said SPIRIT's VP, Sales Alexander Kravchenko. "The
proliferation of smartphones and tablets has become mainstream and mobile is now
the device of choice, with Mobile World Congress being the largest and most
exciting venue that offers a glimpse into the future of this industry. With 250+
operator, OTT service and solution provider customers, SPIRIT plays a critical role to
ensure the highest quality communications to millions of mobile users worldwide,
and we're excited to be at Mobile World Congress, once again, to demonstrate the
future of mobile IP communications with our TeamSpirit cross-platform engines and
VideoMost web-videoconferencing software."
For more information, please visit www.spiritdsp.com [3].
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